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The Memory Hole of Continuous Proven Fraud over Nine Years
Canadians are within a few days of stopping or allowing the Harper regime to continue to
destroy the democracy and life fabric of Canada. But the dots are taboo to connect. The PRled opposition has joined the corporate media in a public stage ritual of forgetting. The
endless lies, election cheats, and bullying abuses through nine years of PMO civil destruction
go scot free.
The Harper regime has cheated or stole every election. Yet not even the Conservative robocall fraud to deprive up to 500,000 citizens of their votes in the 2011 election has been
raised in the oﬃcial campaign. No-one on stage remembers any of it back to the ﬁrst Harper
theft of power in 2006, featuring the Harper-RCMP deal to falsely accuse the Liberal Finance
Minister Ralph Goodale in criminal investigation just prior to the election. Nor is Harper’s
violation of his own Election Act in calling the 2008 election and its massive illegal spending
on attacks ads ﬁlling the airwaves with public hate just before the vote. All has been proven
oﬀ the campaign stage, but all has been silenced on it. The regime’s near-daily record of
lies, scandals and violations has gone the memory hole of the electoral campaign, with $54
million on hand for attack ads.
Nothing sticks because public information is repressed in every form by the Harper PMO, the
corporate media publish only transient details and ﬂattering pictures, and the mainstream
parties silently submit to the rule of amnesia. Yet every destruction tracks back to the Maﬁalike despotism of the Harper PMO whose rule of fear, division, lies, character assassination
and public sector dismantling runs free with no connection on stage. Even as I write, Harper
tells more public lies that “there are no cuts at the CBC” and that “marijuana is far more
dangerous than tobacco’.
The Wheat Board clause is the addition replacing the gagging clause (which comes in
enough). We may recall how the proven big liars and war criminals of the US Republican
party getting re-elected there despite their crimes against democracy and law. Harper is the
branch-plant version with more years allowed to strip the country’s public accountability and
wealth to serve the rich. Constituencies of bigotry and greed provide the energies of attack
always in motion.
From Fraud, War against Science and Dispossession of the Poor to tthe Niqab Sting
Fraud, war against public knowledge, and dispossession of the poor are the hallmarks of the
Harper regime exposed in many forms oﬀ stage from an aroused Canadian public. But they
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are amnesiac in the oﬃcial campaign. They continue with impunity and the tacit support of
oﬃcial opposition silence. The clear majority of citizens loathe the man destroying Canada’s
common life substance and identity. But the pathological meaning is taboo to name on the
public stage.
In the turning point of the election campaign that Harper was losing on the ground, national
attention was suddenly diverted to the veil rights of two indoctrinated women claiming duty
to Allah and the Prophet to keep their faces hidden in citizenship ceremony. How could such
a red herring reverse the Harper defeat overnight when not even the Koran prescribes veils?
Yet a feudal harem duty became solemnly claimed as a public right by the politically correct
even in swearing citizen allegiance to Canada. Incredibly the leader of the Quebec
stronghold of the opposition NDP took the bait. Playing against the role that had been long
ﬁt up for him by the corporate press – the angry man – he donned the image of liberal
tolerance. He stood up for the symbol of an ancient, foreign right of possession of women,
and predictably alienated his Quebec support. Along with the NDP’s me-too neo-liberalism of
“no deﬁcit”, the party blew the national election lead into third place within days.
Public relations and political correctness are dear to marketing men and pollsters running
the NDP too. But they do not work with citizens who dislike turncoats to neo-liberal dogma
and are used to seeing people’s faces as fellow citizens.
Thus dragged into a stand enabling no-one’s life in the country, the campaign for the
working people of Quebec and Canada became weak and alien – a betrayal of its voter base.
In truth, the stand does not even protect the veiled immigrants. Their fathers and husbands
can now demand the right of their proprietorship over them as a sacred right in Canada
itself against long evolved citizen norms of openness and trust. Thus the entire Harper
record of perpetual lies and harms against the common life interest of Canada disappeared
into the memory hole over a false right serving no-one’s better existence in the country.
Thus a total diversion to a sectarian demand in citizenship oath itself succeeded. It
completely switched the life-and-death of the 2015 election to an unconscious visceral plane
where emotional knee-jerk was guaranteed – the master psych-op of the Harper regime. The
fact that the issue is still before the courts known to rule against Harper over-stepping laws
of every kind was ignored. But Harper rule won again by appeal to the knee-jerk
unconscious of the masses.
This is in fact the crypto-fascist key of all Harper public appeal. Play the primeval fear card
and step up PMO command to stop the fabricated danger to the country. Transnational
attack dog Lynton Crosby, “master of the dark arts of dirty politics”, was on hand to
orchestrate the diversion in the midst of a losing election. Simultaneously Harper’s-re-jigged
Election Commission overrode the Election Act that says no non-Canadian may “induce
anyone to vote” one way rather than another. Anything goes in this regime of corruption all
the way down.
The Underlying Grammar of Amnesia and Illusion
The underlying deep structure of amnesia and illusion can be formulated in one sentence.
National elections are increasingly reduced to a corporate market game of propagandas to
sell one product rather others to targeted private-interest groups who will behave
predictably as an aggregate as buyers of commodities for sale. The ﬁrst premise here is that
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public intelligence does not exist, and the second is that any lie and fraud you can get away
with is smart. .
No-one seems to see the entailment that the common life interest of citizens is ruled out a
priori. Slogan rhetoric and partisan hype is all there is for the P-R managers of the game.
“Middle class” can be asserted as vehemently by one party as the other with no meaning.
The health, home and literacy of all citizens, not just the middle class having more money, is
repelled by the marketing mind. Here the common interest is the latest opinion poll of
selves with no facts involved.
The deciding force is private money, but this too is taboo to speak on the public stage. So is
is the predictable result. Those who control more money more fund the party that wins
even it cumulatively destroys the collective life capital of society and world.
The party meant to oppose this refuses to say it nd the mass media never allow it into their
ad vehicles. So the ‘left’ party buys in and presses everyone on its lists to give more money
to pay corporate media for more ads. One X on a card at the end decides it all in the end.
Yet ever more people cannot access even that. This is the design of Harper’s Orwellian ‘Fair
Elections Act’, excluding all those without an oﬃcial identiﬁcation resident address – in
short, the poor and native citizens. Buttressing this ﬁx of the election, Harper rule redeﬁnes
electoral boundaries at the same time so that his party picks up an extra 22 seats,
compared to the NDP and the Liberals adding six and two seats respectively. The riggings
and frauds never stop.
In the dominant value system, the underlying formula is that more money in private pockets
is the ﬁnal good. Worship of riches that contribute no life function and increasingly pollute
and deplete the world are kept out of public view. That the global gold baron patron of the
Munk Institute debate been featured in this election is a metaphor of this regime’s total
corruption. The instant institute becomes the private corporate ground for where Harper is
willing to debate. No media or even opposition party reports that the Munk institute is a
special recipient of many millions from Harper’s government, lavishes Tory front-men with
rich company positions when they step down, helps to reset University of Toronto to a
transnational corporate propaganda site, and causes continual human rights abuses in poor
countries by its world-leading gold extractions from their lands. The right-wing audience
repeatedly applauded Harper alone, and no mass media reported the ﬁx.
This is one way in which the Harper regime reduces the country to a looting basin for
borderless corporate market vehicles. His “economic record” never deviates from this
outcome, but this again is taboo to say in the campaign. Mass ignorance rules along with
absolute power to command. But no-one names the game. What distinguishes the Harper
regime, from prior administrations is its war on public knowledge and democracy at every
plane – its market-fascist logic. But who thinks through the meaning of every step? None is
seen or connected on stage. Aan Orwellian propaganda ﬁeld is the ocean to the voters and
citizens surrounded by it.
As always in this totalizing corporate game, images are the only reality. Corporate media
carry the only common messages the majority see. The truth becomes whatever sells.
Yet which contending party does not buy in? For the Harper regime, taxes like death are
bad by deﬁnition, and the more money in private pockets is the ruling public value. One
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meta law governs the war of movement – to feed without limit on the public purse and
expropriate all life-serving programs outside private proﬁt and control.
The Harper Corruption of Canada Spreads by the Taboo Against Naming It.
Even the oﬃcial opposition with the most progressive tradition of the three major parties
has played the corporate-ad game instead of naming the proven despot, liar, and fraud in
the PMO. As in BC in 2013, the NDP snatches defeat from the jaws of victory by empty
advertising logic with no life substance. And as with Jack Layton who ﬁrst let the fanatic
Harper in the door by attacking only Liberals in the 2006 debates, the NDP is too busy going
after Liberals to expose the usurper destroying the country.
A narcissism of small diﬀerences prevails, with the Liberals now outﬂanking the NDP to the
left. The NDP’s leader, Thomas Mulcair, has the capacities of an ace prosecuting attorney to
expose the Harper regime as tyrannically corrupt. Yet there has been no mention of the
Harper record of continual public lies, cheating, criminal behaviors, war-mongering, and –
most lethal to democracy – stripping of public science, communications and accountability
at every level.
Consequences follow. The Harper regime has not only torn up the Kyoto Protocol. It has
closed down scientiﬁc monitorings of everything from freshwater ﬁsh and contaminants to
unique carbon load detectors, ﬁred 2000 federal scientists, shut down and destroyed public
archives of ﬁsheries and oceans, prohibited any public communication of scientiﬁc
information by those remaining, and abolished habitat-protecting laws 99% of Canada’s
waterways.
Not only Canada’s environment and environmental knowledge, laws and resources have
been attacked non-stop by the Harper regime. It wages war against all life-protective
intelligence and knowledge that can recognize the disastrous consequences. Its master goal
is to serve the runaway global corporate juggernaut that devours the world to maximize
private money demand as the only value there is.
Try to think of an exception. The long train of lies, abuses, interferences, public information
destructions, criminal appointments, violations of laws, and vengeful uses of the state
beggars belief in its perversion of the democratic process. Even more deeply, the collective
life capital bases on which every one of us depends from the atmosphere to the ocean
bottoms to the rule of life-protective law and common knowledge are exactly what are
targeted and defunded to turn all of government into more private market riches at the top.
Yet the near-daily Harper outrages have already come and gone with no connected tracking
of them in the oﬃcial campaign. So silenced have the public positions of the opposition
parties been that a complicity under partisan appearances seems hard to deny. Yet we need
to know the depth of the corruption that has spread into Canada’s very metabolism and
marrow. Unconscious submission to the ruling game of corporate mass sales has become
the way we decide how to live even if it increasingly destroys Canada and life on earth.
Tracking the Beast Not Named
We need to recall out of the memory hole of all that has been forgotten in the 2015 election
what destruction Harper has wrought on Canada’s abilities to function as a democratic
society and intelligent civilisation. In fact, his meta program is to destroy everything that
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cannot be bought and sold for private proﬁt – the underlying fanatic goal that is not seen.
It includes what is not publicly tracked or connected – destroying the public post delivery
and ﬁnancially gutting the nation’s only public broadcaster CBC; attacking the prairie family
farm by dismantling the Canadian Wheat Board; continuous gaggings of elected
representatives; continual appointment of criminals to oﬃce; stripping Statistics Canada and
the mandatory Canada Census that are the recording memory of the nation; destroying the
country’s gun registry against provincial and law-enforcement requests; continual anti-union
interference in collective bargaining; smearing of veteran advocates resisting abuse and
dismissal of their federal ombudsman; tax agency attacks on venerable social charities not
towing the Harper line; gag orders on any federal civil servant not controlled by partisan
public relations oﬃcers; lying attack ads without remission on any opposition leader who
may compete against Harper; putting protestors under blanket state surveillance with black
lists of their leaders; covering up torture and lawless police and armed-force killings across
continents; risking the lives of Canada’s foreign troops for Harper photo-ops (he forbids any
photographers but his own at press conferences); continuously false cost estimates of public
money for new institutional violence, dispossession and caging policies; falsiﬁcation or
disappearance of documents across jurisdictions; use of Government of Canada identiﬁers
and publication channels for party propaganda including even government cheques,
altogether costing over $700 million of taxpayer funds; implicitly accepting bribes in return
for public oﬃces on the public purse for signiﬁcant donors in every possible form of partisan
pay-oﬀ; public contempt of parliament twice as prime minister with endless parliamentary
abuses; ﬁxed blocking of parliamentary and individual access to public information;
silencing of the public service in every domain; forced loyalty oaths to political incumbents;
omnibus bills that sneak through fascist-style overwhelming of any debate; secret trade
deals that ruin the productive lives of countless thousands of citizens; dismembering
Statistics Canada and lying about it; arbitrary shut-downs of Parliament when convenient
for continued rule; incessant interferences in independent bodies like the National Energy
Board, the CRTC, the Integrity Oﬃce and – for reporting vast sums of illegal spending – the
Parliamentary Budget Oﬃce itself.
As for foreign aﬀairs, Harper’s attack-dog regime has been by far the most war-mongering
administration in Canada’s history. It has declared without any evidence Iran as the
“greatest threat in the world” while applaudingd the continuously war-criminal actions of the
Israel state. It has led the NATO bombing of once thriving Libya to irreversible ruin. It has
jumped to recognise the violent and neo-Nazi-led coup in Ukraine and blame Russia for the
resulting civil war and failed state. It has constructed endless false claims of Islamic terror
threats and rushed to bomb in the Middle East to “stop ISIS” in ignorance of its Saudi-CIA
funding, arming and creation. It has completely reversed Canada’s tradition as a
peacemaker nation, voted oﬀ even the UN Human Rights Commission.
All follows the fascist pattern not named. Harper long ago gave notice of his readiness to
commit the supreme crime under law in demand that Canada join the war-criminal bombing
and genocide of Iraq on completely false pretexts in 2003. Here again, however, he has
been given a free pass by the opposition parties in Parliament and on the 78-day campaign.
The Cover-Up Not Seen
Marketing elections run by private money for private money can override or silence all that
a society needs for its better life. Once the corporate media control all perceptions to serve
self-maximizing marketers from the top down with no common life interest binding across
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diﬀerences, no shared life value or ground can be seen.
If corporate-market PR machinations capture opposition parties themselves, there is no
centre of gravity of the common good. There are only sales pitches to targeted consumers.
Nothing else gets in. Since private money alone can buy the media time to pitch political
products, the competition becomes over who has more money to buy ads. That the election
is won by those with most private money backing is an underling meaning that disappears
into the frenetic contest to get more of it to win. Nothing else is deﬁned but more-moneyneeded in the 2015 campaign of the NDP even after all the evidence is in.
The shared life infrastructures of air to breathe, green space to enjoy and vocations to serve
disappear from the conversation. Even the continuous frauds, lies, civil society destructions,
and giveaways to the corporate rich are forgotten in this cover-up process not seen.
Incredibly, no-one charges Harper for his proven record to destroy the very fabric of
Canada’s democracy and capacity to govern for the public. It does not exist in this ﬁeld of
meaning. Only the memory hole remains on the campaign stage.
Do You Trust this Man?
The electoral opposition to the Harper regime’s decade of society destruction and transfer of
public wealth to the rich has one more big lie to consider. Just 12 days before the election, it
was announced that the TPP (‘Trans-Paciﬁc Partnership’) had been rammed through before
the election and before Canadians or Parliament have had a chance even to read it. No
matter. Harper proclaims he “is 100% certain that it is good for Canada and all Canadians”.
All the terms and details remained secret and inaccessible. Not one of the factually certain
costs to Canadians is admitted as an issue. No citizen or party and knows any more than
allowed to be told to them. The Trade Minister refused to be interviewed. All the certain life
sacriﬁces of local economies, people’s secure livelihoods, food security, and vast new
transportation pollution and carbon loads are simply erased from the ledger. They do not
exist to this mind-set.
The TPP was announced the day I complete this analysis. But already one can recognize that
every step follows in the tracks of Harper’s absolutely unaccountable and fraudulent rule –
unlimited central control, complete secrecy, exclusion of public information in every detail,
silencing of everyone else around including his own party’s elected MP’s, worship of the
transnational corporate system of ever more proﬁt as infallible, omnipotent boast of
knowing the future for all citizens, and a very big-lie core of all he proclaims.
One might say Harper is a fanatic beyond all precedent in Canada’s prime ministry, and a
pathological liar by demand of the corporate market doctrine of which he is a creature. This
is why the life-blind inner logic of what drives him is not available to his mind. What sustains
him are the corporate media barons and the extreme right-wing business roundtables from
which he graduates. This is why he must always have them around in debates, as at the
Munk centre. They pump him on in the CEO-despotism and greed they all bow to that
destroys the world. The same happens across oceans in diﬀerent variations. The TPP
organizes corporate rule across the most distant continents into global dictatorship over all
sovereign governments involved, over new and old unions of organized workers who can
withdraw labour, over public policy shifts to serve people instead of endless foreign proﬁts
out of their countries, and over evolved recourses of democracy and government by
collective life need.
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This is the covered up meaning of Harper’s certitude of better lives for all. What life-blind
doctrine has ever been so mindlessly ignorant of the facts of human life and the common
life support systems of our planet? They simply do not exist to this corruption of mind. A
borderless corporate market ever larger and more unaccountable to the public, human life
and the biosphere itself is the God of the world destruction.
Masked in the absurd slogan of “free trade” which is free for none but transnational
corporations – and why they always love it – no media challenges this deranged mind-set
any more than its big advertisers. And the two mainstream parties are always funded by its
agents. This is why the evil consequences are always ignored even though they follow
necessarily from these one-sided treaties of transnational corporate rights. These are the
real certainties that even the money masters and their servants cannot deny – that big
transnational foreign corporations will always displace and ruin small and local businesses in
every sphere they enter; that jobs and wages will always be lost, lower and less secure in
the aggregate; that organized workers in unions will always be smashed or reduced further;
that environmental restraints and regulations will always be eliminated if they do not
conform to corporate rights to the proﬁts they expect; that no-one except corporate
lawyers will be able to judge by secret tribunal operations accountable to no one or no
international law whether a public policy is valid if a private corporation sues it at public
expense; and that every penalty for not conforming to this corporate treaty mechanism,
with no non-proﬁt public body allowed to dispute it, is without upper limit of money
punishment to be paid by the taxpayers of the country that has disobeyed the new global
corporate rights as judged by the private and unelected corporate-lawyer tribunal made up
of the same people who wrote the treaty in secret and without public debate.
This is the already established format of the ‘Trans-Paciﬁc Partnership’ which no-one can
truthfully deny, and this what Stephen Harper is “certain is good for Canada and Canadians”
as he gives away Canada’s sovereignty and imposes still secret foreign terms on the country
in the middle of an election. Oﬃcial Opposition leader Thomas Mulcair has for the ﬁrst time
in this election stood against the job-destroying, hollowing-out system that Harper leads
with big lies – just as Brian Mulroney did before him with NAFTA promising “jobs, jobs, jobs”
when 500,00 secure manufacturing jobs with living salaries and beneﬁts were soon
destroyed in fact.
The Harper regime has already lost 400,000 jobs under its watch. But the TPP will disemploy
more than that when race-to-the-bottom Asian wages, safety, ﬁnancial and environmental
regulations are available to transnational corporations and banks to feed on at the expense
of Canadian society, sovereignty, family security, youth opportunities and natural life and
resources. This is the competition to the lowest denominators of life and life ruin that Harper
adores as his ideal, ‘the free market’ of private corporate money sequence that override all
else. .
Yet the real Canada beneath corporate-money functions sees through the endless lies and
betrayals that are masked as “Conservative”. This worse-than-Mulroney despot and quisling
of money power might come unstuck in his latest destruction of the common life bases of
the country. Recall that this party of sell-out to private and transnational money powers
ended up with two seats once the people caught on to the fraud.
Professor John McMurtry is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada whose work is translated
from Latin America to Japan. He is the author of the three-volume Philosophy and World
Problems published by UNESCO’s Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS), and his last
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book is The Cancer Stage of Capitalism/ from Crisis to Cure.
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